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SOCIAL SELECTION

Popular topics on social media
PLANETARY SCIENCE
No water needed for Mars gullies
Gullies on Mars can be formed by dry carbon dioxide and do not need liquid water.
Planetary scientists have been excited about gullies on Mars's surface (pictured)
EVOLUTION
Bacteria cannot stop adapting
One of biology's longestrunning experiments suggests that adaptation can be endless, even in extremely stable environments.
To test the assumption that evolution is stimulated by environmental change, Richard Lenski at Michigan State University in East Lansing and his colleagues maintained the same populations of Escherichia coli in a stable environment for 27 years, freezing samples every 500 generations. They found that populations consistently outcompeted their ancestors, indicating that they were becoming increasingly fit. This continued right up to the 60,000th generation, although the rate of fitness improvement slowed over time.
The results suggest that there is no upper limit to adaptation, even in simple environments.
Proc. R. Soc. B 282, 20152292 (2015)
NASA/JPL/UNIV. ARIZONA because they look like they could have been formed recently by flowing waterpossibly making the planet habitable. Cedric Pilorget at Paris-Sud University and François Forget of the Sorbonne Universities in Paris used a numerical model to simulate a layer of CO 2 ice sitting on top of the Martian soil and in pores within it. They calculated that as the Martian winter turns to spring, the ice turns to gas, destabilizing the surface and causing it to crumble and form the gullies.
The work bolsters the idea that many Martian landforms can be created by dry geological processes that do not require water. Preventing camel-to-human transmission is the best way to limit the threat of the virus, the authors say.
